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Задание G3_19

Прочитайте текст с пропусками, обозначенными номерами 32-38. Эти номера соответствуют
заданиям  32-38,  в  которых  представлены возможные  варианты ответов.  Запишите  в  поле
ответа цифру 1, 2, 3 или 4, соответствующую выбранному Вами ответу.

To hear a child 
I believe in patience. I live as a volunteer residential counselor in a small group home. These

boys have brought joy and happiness into my life; they have made me laugh and made me proud.
However, they have also challenged me, made me angry and tested my patience.

Each day we start anew, going about a   32__________ routine. I drive them to school, pick
them up, cook for them and help with homework. We spend the evenings   33__________ about what
happened during the day. I meet their teachers and study for tests with them. They are the last
people  I  see  each  night  and  the  first  ones  I  hear  in  the  morning.  They  have  become  a
34__________ of my life. I am twenty-two and am beginning to understand the love of a parent.

I could not have come this far without patience. They do not think like miniature adults and it
is not fair to expect them to.   35__________ my expectations of them are high, I must remember
that so much of what they see and understand is for the first time. First loves, first failed test, first
time feeling the need to break away from the nest. I must have patience with them, because there is
still a child within that comes out when I least expect it.

This world is a fast-paced, fast food, fast-internet place.   36__________, no matter how
fast things move, children will be children. I believe they will mature quicker and with more tools if I
am  patient.  I  see  it  in  their  eyes.  Over  time,  sad  eyes  can  glisten  again,  but  only  if  I  am
37__________ of the fact that it takes them longer to get somewhere.

I see around them a world that expects too much of them. They come   38__________ too
many things that give them too much sadness. They listen to me, respect me and understand reason
but not always when I want them to. This opportunity has given me wisdom but only when I was patient
enough to hear a child.

32 1)  daily 2)  common 3)  average 4) traditional
Ответ:m

33 1)  discussing 2)  debating 3)  talking 4) saying
Ответ:1

34 1)  bit 2)  part 3)  parcel 4) piece
Ответ: 
11

35 1)  also 2)  altogether 3)  although 4) thus
Ответ: 

36 1)  nevertheless 2)  nevermore 3)  although 4) therefore
Ответ: 

37 1)  common 2)  familiar 3)  aware 4) acquainted
Ответ: 

38 1)  through 2)  along 3)  upon 4) across

Ответ: 
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